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BIOGRAPHY
Over a period of 30 years Susan Stitt ACS has worked her way up through the 
international film and commercial industries, working on feature films, and 
shooting prestigious campaigns, whilst pursuing her love of food and the raw 
product.

During her initial technical days she owned “Pond” Restaurant with Sydney 
Evans, which launched the careers of Guillaume Brahimi, now at “Guillaume’ 
in Paddington, and Peter Gilmore, now at “Quay” in the overseas terminal, 
Circular Quay. Both now sit as a permanent fixture in the top 5 chefs in 
Australia with 3 chefs hats. Peter Gilmore and Quay have been voted 29 in the 
world’s top ranking 30 restaurants in 2012. Her three websites for food reflect 
her passion in flavour.

Having spent four years studying an Art History major (University of Sydney), 
coupled with 30 years technical Experience in the motion picture industry, 
Susan has Specialised in the intricacies of lighting and the possibilities of 
Colour. 

Working as a Stills Photographer, as well as Director/Director of 
Photography, on many jobs, widespread recognition of her photography has 
led to an exhibition of thirty-two still images at P.I.C.A (Photographic Imaging 
Council Australia) in the Fuji room later this year. Susan was awarded 
Cinematographer of the Year at the Gongs for “Toyota - ”24 hrs to Live”” in 
2006, and completed a 16 month project shooting a feature film “$9.99cents” 
for Sherman Pictures on the digital stills format. In 2014 she was awarded 
her letters for excellence in the field of cinematography.

The depth of her practical and academic visual arts training can be seen in 
her remarkable body of work. Visuals that are almost exclusively created 
in-camera. The science of the negative, the extent of the motion picture 
potential, and the idea of colour value are her main investigations, and 
obsessions.

Leaning on personal experience and the idea of interpretation, her work 
covers emotive reaction, in the stills, audio, graphic, and the motion picture 
digital formats. 



THE ETHIC OF MY FOOD
“pure food, is pure feeling. It brings density to reason, and order to chaos”

My food is for everyone interested in, gorgeous, interesting, new food. Fresh. 
Untainted. Pure. Essential. Random. Unique. Sustainable.

I like the way things look. Feel. Taste. I enjoy the process. The detail. The 
colours. Flavours. I know what tastes great when put together. I see food as a 
list of elements slashed and crashed together with spontaneity, and personality.

My ideas are collects of experiences, and knowledge’s. Memories. Futures. 
Nows. Loves, tragedies, images. Simple narratives, with, a story. A story, that 
everyone can relate to.

I’m only interested in where pure flavour, and deliciousness intersect to create 
massive impact, or gentle nurturing.

I like the bespoke experience. I have a full commitment to finding ideas that 
people can own. That excite. That taste fabulous. When you ask me to make a 
menu for you, you should know that it will cover all your interests, and it will 
touch upon your personality. It will take care of you. It will be yours.

I use produce that is farmed, sustainable and real. I don’t like artifice, and I use 
flavour to evolve not to drown the essential ingredient. 

Being very aesthetic, my food has a visual approach that is at once, eye 
catching and cutting edge. I think that like music, food evokes emotion. Using 
optimum produce, and pulling on every cuisine globally, its easy to make my 
food a complete sensory experience.
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AUSTRALIAN TOURISM CAMPAIGN











DOP Work - Target TVC

https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/2179170/SusanStitt/3_Target.mp4
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/2179170/SusanStitt/3_Target.mp4


Director / DOP Work - Breakfast Film

https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/2179170/SusanStitt/6_Breakfast.mp4
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/2179170/SusanStitt/6_Breakfast.mp4


Stills Work





















Contact
Susan Stitt  ACS
Director of Photography
Permanent Colour Pty Ltd
Wild With Garnish
Farm to Table 

T.        + 61 401 666 643 (AUS)
           + 1 917 444 8863 (US) 

E.        susanstittacs@gmail.com

W.       www.susanstitt.com.au
           www.susanstittfood.com 

Insta. susan_stitt

Rep.   www.toptechsmanagement.com.au (AUS)
           www.artistry.net (US)

Blog.  www.wildwithgarnish.com
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